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THE TRUTH
HAS BEEN
EXPOSED!!

Sources close to the
Prime Minister claim
that fabrications of the
truth were common
practice during WWII,
such as details of high
civilian causalities. This
was due to the fact that
this might have
hampered their war
efforts and was
damaging for morale.

Almost seventy years after WWII, we can
now exclusively reveal the whole truth
about the horrific bombing of South
Hallsville School, Canning Town, East
London in 1940. This disaster can now be
listed as the air raid with the most civilian
casualties of the war.

DEVASTATION AND DESTRUCTION

THE GERMANS DROPPING BOMBS ON THE
HOPLESS BASEMENT.
After all this time, we can reveal the
government kept a horrendous secret
about this devastating event. They stated
only 77 bystanders passed away. However,
this was not accurate. The truth is that
600 individuals died on that tragic day in
Canning Town.
For years people believed that the highest
number of civilian casualties happened in
another area of the East End, when an
accident at Bethnal Green tube station
killed 173 people in 1943.
“All this time people have been thinking
that 77 died. I’ve been saying for years
that hundreds died, but they didn’t believe
me. Now the truth is exposed. I hope this
will give people peace in mind,” exclaimed
James Bond, who survived this horrendous
event.

Margret Dob, David Cameron’s
spokeswoman announced: “I am here
today to apologise to the members of
public for lying and not the exposing the
truth. We politicians aren’t supposed to lie.
Our job is to work hard for the country, find
better ways of democracy and be strong
against our enemies. Now the truth is
exposed let’s put this to bed and carry on
as we were.”
With this exclusive information published,
hopefully relatives and friends, not
forgetting about those few remaining
survivors from that unforgettable day back
in 1940, will be able to carry on with their
lives and overlook this horrific event. Read
again tomorrow for the latest news and
key events regarding The South Hallsville
bombing.

